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Abstract—The main benefit of cooperative vehicular com-
munication networks is the increased traffic safety that safety
applications could introduce. Although the technological as-
pects have been extensively researched, the feasibility regions
in which communication could support safety applications are
yet not clear. This is, primarily, due to the lack of clearly
defined application requirements. Moreover, reduction of false
positives and false negatives are either not considered at all
or only partially. In the current paper we investigate under
which conditions vehicular communication can support safety
applications. For this, we identified the requirements of safety
applications, on the example of Forward Collision Warning, first
from application perspective and pursuing zero false positive and
zero false negative constraint. Afterwards, we quantify what is
the maximum vehicle density for which application requirements
can be supported under realistic communication conditions, as
well as how much the idealistic application requirements have to
be relaxed in order to achieve a balance between scalability and
zero false rates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Using wireless communication technologies to exchange
information among vehicles on the road has been studied
over the past decades, in particular with a focus on safety-
related applications. While the efforts carried out are essential
to understand the limits of the communication system, a
further step is required to answer the question whether the
communication system is able to successfully support the
envisioned safety applications. For this, the requirements of
safety applications need to be clearly defined. Application
requirement analysis, carried out in the past, often does not
consider the minimization of false positives, i.e. warning
when it is not needed, and minimization of false negatives,
i.e. missing of dangerous situations. However, small false
positive and false negative rates are essential for success and
acceptance of safety applications.

In this paper we first identify the exact requirements of a
Forward Collision Warning (FCW) safety application from ap-
plication perspective by explicitly pursuing zero false positive
and zero false negative constraints. We perform a requirement
analysis with the idealistic assumptions: human factors (e.g.,
driver’s reaction time) are known precisely, GPS position
estimation is error-free and communication is perfect, i.e.,
all the packets that are sent, are being immediately received.
Afterwards, we indicate to which degree realistic commu-
nication could support the application, i.e. we indicate the

maximum vehicle density for which the FCW application can
be supported. We also point out how much strict requirements
have to be relaxed to achieve a balance between scalability
and zero false rates.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section II we outline
the related work. In Section III we discuss how we model the
FCW application and our method to identify its requirements.
Section IV discusses the application requirements analysis.
Subsequent implications from realistic traffic conditions are
addressed in Section V. In the last two Sections VI and VII
we present the impact of realistic communication conditions
on application requirements and conclude the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In general, application requirements are assumed as pre-
sented in [1] where only general suggestions for requirements
are given, such as transmission frequency should be no less
than 10 Hz, effective communication range should be ≈ 100-
300 m and maximum delay should not exceed ≈ 100-300 ms.
These values are not justified from application perspective
yet, i.e., fulfillment of 100 ms delay requirement does not
necessarily correspond to a collision-free driving.

The authors of [2] characterized application reliability and
developed an analytical model to overcome the mismatch
between application and communication performances. The
application reliability is characterized as receiving at least
one packet in a tolerance time window T. The time window
T “represents” application requirement and is set to a value
0.3-3.0 s, but these values are not justified from application
perspective.

There are several works that express application require-
ments in a form of a certain distance at which communication
has to be reliable in the sense of [2], meaning receiving at
least one packet up to this distance during time window T. For
example, the authors of [3] expressed application requirements
as a critical distance, which is calculated based on kinematic
equations and is enough to accomplish some driving maneuver
without disturbing other vehicles. The parameter time window
T is still not explicitly justified. The authors mention that
reception of only one message is enough to avoid dangerous
situation and that reception of a message at distance slightly
larger and much larger than calculated distance produces the
same application reliability. The single reception at larger
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distances might result in a false warning, as situation can still
change and the warning perceived as unnecessary.

Novel application metrics have been also proposed in the
literature e.g., update delay [4], number of invisible neighbors
[5], information age [6] and position accuracy [7]. Although
these metrics are one step forward in application requirements
analysis, it is not clear whether, e.g., the number of invisible
neighbors should be 0 and whether a position accuracy of
below 1 meter is sufficient for a safe driving. Thus, there
is a lack of clear and useful safety application requirements
definition.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Prior to presenting the methodology for requirements anal-
ysis we require a clear definition of the application. Although,
in this paper, we analyze a FCW application based on periodic
updates, the general evaluation method is applicable to other
applications based on periodic updates.

A. Forward Collision Warning Description
The design of the FCW application is mainly based on

[8] and [9]. Some extra characteristics, as e.g., automatic
braking, are added based on our own judgment, to make
the application complete. The FCW application is “active”
between two vehicles that are driving one after the other in
the same direction and on the same lane. The FCW should
warn the driver of the following vehicle (FV) in case the
approach to the leading vehicle (LV) is too fast, i.e., the rear-
end collision is impending if no braking is applied. In case
the driver does not respond to a warning, the system should
brake automatically in order to avoid a collision.

The FCW application distinguishes three states of operation:
I – warning “off”, II – warning “on” and III – automatic
braking. When the inter-vehicular distance between FV and
LV is large, the FV is in the warning “off” state. If the
inter-vehicular distance decreases, the FV enters the warning
“on” state in which the FCW system presents a warning to a
driver. If the inter-vehicular distance continues to decrease, the
FV enters into an automatic braking state in which the FCW
brakes automatically. Two critical inter-vehicular distances that
separate the three states from each other are the Warning
Distance DW and Automatic Braking Distance DAB , see
Fig. 1. The Warning distance is the inter-vehicular distance
at which the driver of the FV should start decelerating with
comfortable deceleration rate, in order to achieve the same
speed as the LV while maintaining the desired safety distance.
The warning distance should also account for the reaction time
of the driver. If the driver of the FV fails to respond to a
warning by braking, the system will start braking automatically
at the Automatic Braking Distance. The DAB distance
calculation does not contain a driver’s reaction time delay
and typically should use the maximum achievable deceleration
rate of the vehicle1. In case the driver of the FV sufficiently

1A softer value for deceleration at DAB could be also used. We assume,
if FCW application is fail safe, the automatic braking will happen only in a
case of emergency and should also trigger transmission of a Decentralized
Environmental Notification Message (DENM).
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Fig. 1. The Forward Collision Warning Scenario. FV – following vehicle,
LV – leading vehicle.

responds to a warning (by applying enough braking force)
the system has to know when the FV will enter back to the
warning “off” state, so it could stop warning the driver. The
calculation of both critical distances should also consider the
system delay between the time of decision to issue a warning
and the time of a warning provided to the driver as well as
between the time of decision to brake automatically and the
time of actual braking.

B. Methodology

In our requirements analysis of safety applications we have
two challenges: Zero False Positives and Zero False Negatives.
False positive is when a warning is issued, but there is no
collision threat. False positives are undesirable as the driver’s
trust in the system reduces with the increasing number of
false alarms. In the automotive industry, the typical value
of acceptable false positive ratio is less than 20 % [9]. False
negative is when a warning is not issued, but there is a collision
threat. It is the core of safety applications to always warn when
there is a collision threat and it should be done in a timely
manner so that a driver could safely react. A typical acceptable
false negative ratio is usually not stated.

Fig. 2 illustrates false positive and false negative alarms. For
zero false positive and zero false negative the FCW application
should only warn at DW and automatically brake only at
DAB . If a warning or an automatic braking happens before
the critical distance, this is a false positive, if a warning or an
automatic braking happens too late, this is a false negative.
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Fig. 2. False Positive (FP), False Negative (FN) alarms and FCW states.

Consider the example depicted in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a) the
FCW system of FV receives an update from LV and deter-
mines the two critical distances DW and DAB and operation
states (I-III). If the system does not receive further updates
and simply presents a warning at DW it might cause a false
warning, as there is an uncertainty about the position of the
LV since the last update. For example, the LV might accelerate
and a new DW will now be shifted away from FV, see Fig. 3b).
The related work mostly does not consider this possibility of
false positive warning. If LV reduces its speed, the DW will
be shifted closer to FV and the time that FV will spend in
a warning “off” state will become shorter, see Fig. 3c). Not
taking this into account might produce false negative warnings.
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Fig. 3. Change in relative speed changes DW and DAB and FCW states.

As a FCW application depends on information received
over wireless communication, we define the application re-
quirements by answering the question: How far do vehicles
need to communicate and when do vehicles need to receive
a next update from other vehicles so that the application
operates successfully, both with zero false positives and zero
false negatives?

As a first step, we perform a requirement analysis with
idealistic assumptions of perfect knowledge. Then we discuss
implications imposed by realistic traffic and communications
conditions.

IV. IDEALISTIC FCW REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

To answer the question stated in the previous section and
thus to define application requirements we determine two
main transmission parameters: transmission range and rate.
Transmission range impacts how far vehicles can communicate
and is determined by the largest of the two critical distances –
the warning distance DW . Whereas transmission rate impacts
how often vehicles can communicate and is determined by the
earliest time after which the FV could change its state.

How far should vehicles communicate? According to the
definition in Section III-A warning distance DW is the distance
at which the following vehicle FV, which is moving with the
speed vF , should start applying deceleration aF in order to
come to the same speed vL as LV. The safety distance DS

and the distance traveled during reaction time tR and system
delay tsys should be also taken into account. The derivation
of the equation is based on basic kinematic equations and
provided online on our website [10]. The resulting equation
to calculate the warning distance DW is as follows:

DW =
(vF − vL)

2

2(aL − aF )
+ (vF − vL) · (tR + tsys) +DS (1)

where vF > vL, aF < 0 and acceleration of LV aL = 0, LV
is either stopped or moving with a constant speed.

How often should vehicles communicate? Once FV deter-
mines its current state by receiving an update at some inter-
vehicular distance D, the time until a possible state change
determines the allowable delay tupdate to the next update. The
state change will happen earlier if the speed difference Δv
is increased. We are looking for the maximum time tupdate
during which vehicles might change their speed, in realistic
boundaries, and the FV will still be in the same state as at the

reception of the last update. As soon as the new inter-vehicle
distance D

new

equals the new warning distance D
new

W , the next
update is needed to make sure no false alarms are committed.

In other words, we are looking for tupdate for which the
following equation is true:

D
new

= D
new

W (2)

The new inter-vehicular distance Dnew accounts for the dis-
tances that both FV and LV traveled during tupdate since the
last update at D. The new warning distance D

new

W is calculated
as in Equation 1, but considers that the speed of vehicles
can change. By substituting D

new

W and D
new

into Equation 2
and solving the quadratic equation, we calculate tupdate for
various D, i.e. the time when the next update is needed for
each distance D. More details are provided at [10].

In the following we consider the possible states and the
subsequent state changes separately:

“State change I-II” represents the scenario when the last
update is received in warning “off” state. The worst case
assumption that FV needs to assume, in order to prevent false
negatives, as depicted in Fig. 3c), is that the speed of LV might
decrease by a rate of a′L. False positives are less strict in this
state, cf. Figure 3b). That is why, for this case, we consider
the more strict requirement of false negative.

The results for various distances D are depicted in Fig. 4
and can be interpreted as follows: at each inter-vehicle dis-
tance, on the x-axis, the time tupdate, on the y-axis, depicts
how long the vehicles can change their speed, in realistic
boundaries, and still be in the same state as at the time of
reception of the last update. After tupdate there is a chance
that FV will change its state, and Eq. 2 is true, so the next
update is needed to avoid false warnings. For readability we
assume tR, tsys and DS = 0. Naturally, the closer the FV
gets to the critical distance the more frequently it needs a
next update to make sure that the current state is identified
correctly. The required update frequency increases to infinity
if correct classification is desired at a very close distances (e.g.,
millimeter precision). This is rather unrealistic to fulfill and
not even necessary (as will be discussed in the next sections).

“State change II-III” represents the scenario when the last
update is received in warning “on” state and the warning was
already issued at DW . The FCW determines when the FV
needs an automatic braking if the FV’s driver does not respond
to a warning by braking. The “State change II-III” is similar
to “State change I-II”, but the DAB is used as an orientation
distance rather than DW . The automatic braking distance DAB

is calculated as in Eq. 1, with tR equals to zero and aF equals
to the maximum achievable deceleration of the FV.

“State change II-I” represents the scenario when the last
update is received in warning “on” state and the warning was
already issued at DW . The FCW determines when the warning
will no longer be needed, in case that FV will brake hard
enough and will change from warning “on” state back to a
warning “off” state. The FV should again assume the worst
case, i.e., that LV’s speed might increase as FV brakes.
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Fig. 4. Time tupdate when vehicle FV needs to receive the next update
from LV for zero false positive and zero false negative. Difference between
vF and vL is Δv = 22.22m/s (80km/h), worst case assumption for a
vL change rate is a′L = −2m/s2. For DW , aF = −4m/s2, for DAB ,
aF = −8m/s2, tR, tsys, DS = 0.

State III: represents the scenario when the last update is
received in automatic braking state. The FCW system of
the FV is already braking with the maximum achievable
deceleration. From this point on DENMs are sent out. Any
realistic acceleration of the LV, under this setting, will not
lead to the case of FV going back to the warning “on” state.
If the FCW application assumes softer deceleration values for
an automatic braking state, it might happen that FV will leave
the automatic braking state and go back to the warning “on”
state. The time for the next update can then be calculated,
in analogy, as going back to the warning “off” state – “State
change II-I”.

Obviously, the most critical areas, where the updates are
needed frequently, are around the two critical distances of DW

and DAB , when there is a possibility to change the states. After
combining the results for different states, the minimum tupdate
until the next update is a requirement of the FCW application
with zero false positives and zero false negatives.

V. APPLICATION REQUIREMENT ON tupdate UNDER
REALISTIC TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

In the previous section we identified the application re-
quirement tupdate which is determined as the time when a
next update is needed based on, primarily, speed difference
Δv = vF − vL between both vehicles and the rate a′L
by which speed of LV could change. In the following, we
investigate how tupdate is influenced by Δv and a′L. In contrast
to Section IV, we now relax the requirement of zero false
positive and zero false negative and specify a desired tolerance
region. The tolerance region is a geographical region prior
to the distance at which the state change should occur (e.g.,
DW ). Thus, one border of the tolerance region is adjacent
to e.g., DW . The other border is a geographical distance
at which the application maintains the required tupdate and
at which the current FCW state is identified correctly. The
warning (or automatic braking) can be triggered during this
tolerance region, which allows possibility for false positive
or false negative, but makes the solution feasible. We show
results for exemplary tolerance regions of 5 m and 10 m. Note,
for large Δv > 10m/s it is not necessary to expect successful
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Fig. 5. The required tupdate after which the next update needs to be received
for various tolerance constraints. The scenario is “State change I-II”.

operation of FCW with a small tolerance < 1m – no adequate
driver wish to drive close to the front vehicle with a large speed
difference. Whereas for small Δv < 10m/s, smaller tolerance
regions are realistic (vehicles moving with similar speed tend
to drive closer to each other) and even desirable. We present
results only for “State change I-II”, other states as well as
more tolerance values are presented on our website [10].

In case of “State change I-II” the FCW of the FV is in
warning “off” state, i.e., the situation is safe. The smaller
the speed difference Δv the longer it might take for FV to
change to warning “on” state. Fig. 5 presents how tupdate
varies for different Δv and aL

′. The shown ranges for Δv and
a′L, in our opinion, represent the most interesting and realistic
configurations. The Δv < 10m/s represents less problematic
scenarios, as vehicles drive with similar velocities, whereas
Δv > 20m/s represents rather seldom or unrealistic cases
for state I. For the assumed speed change rate of LV, values
do not exceed a′L = −4.5m/s2 as it is assumed that high
deceleration values should trigger transmission of DENMs.

Different tolerance regions in Fig. 5 indicate the region prior
to the DW : tolerance region of 5 m corresponds to the region
between DW and DW + 5m and tolerance region of 10 m
accordingly. If we choose a tolerance region of 10 m and
afterwards no update is received, there is a chance that by
giving the warning at the initially calculated DW (or within
the tolerance region), the system may commit a false warning,
as the actual DW could be shifted by ≈ 5m in the worst
case (for Δv = 20m/s and aL

′ = −4.5m/s2). It is to be
investigated, whether receiving a warning 5 m earlier or later
could be perceived as unnecessary or too late by a driver.

It is out of scope of this paper to find the exact reaction
times of the drivers, but rather to quantify its possible impact
on the application requirements. If we introduce a reaction
time of tR = 1s, then the DW will be increased by Δv · tR
(similarly, the tsys and DS will increase DW ) and tupdate will
be decreased, on average, by 10-30% depending on Δv.

VI. IMPLICATIONS UNDER REALISTIC COMMUNICATION
CONDITIONS

In order to investigate to which degree realistic communi-
cation conditions can support the application requirements we
quantify the maximum number of communicating vehicles that
can be supported by the FCW application. Naturally, there is a
trade off between scalability and achieving close to zero false
positive and zero false negative rates.
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(a) Tolerance region of 5 meters
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(b) Tolerance region of 10 meters

Fig. 6. Maximum vehicle density that could satisfy the application require-
ments for the case “State change I-II” for two tolerance constraints.

In [11] the assumption is made that applications can express
their requirements in the form of awareness parameters, i.e.,
receiving at least n packets in a time window T, at a certain
awareness range with high probability. Then, the evaluation
was performed to establish to which extent supporting these
requirements means supporting traffic safety, i.e., identifying
the percentage of drivers that could avoid a collision. Never-
theless, it was still unclear what are the actual application
requirements and whether they can be represented in the
form of awareness parameters. In the current paper, we first
looked from application perspective to identify what does an
application require. The identified application requirements are
expressed in the form of minimum distance at which vehicles
should communicate with each other, i.e., warning distance,
and maximum time until the reception of the next update, i.e.,
tupdate. These parameters perfectly match to the awareness
parameters investigated in [11]. We set the number of required
packets n = 1, and the Twindow = tupdate. As FCW is a
safety application we choose the probability of receiving n
packets in time window T to be ≥ 99.99%. The awareness
range, at which the beforementioned parameters have to be
fulfilled, is the warning distance DW . To calculate probability
of packet reception in realistic conditions we use the empirical
model. For more details regarding the empirical model and its
limitations cf. [12].

We consider the same scenario as used in Fig. 5 – “State
change I-II”. Thus, vehicles need to communicate at the
distance of minimum DW with the corresponding tupdate
interval(tolerance region of 5 or 10 m increases the required
minimum communication distance accordingly). We limit the
transmission range, exemplary, to 500 m to account for fading
conditions and make sure that at least n packets are received at
DW . We limit the transmission rate to 10 Hz, as the minimum
tupdate is ≈ 0.1s, cf. Fig. 5(a) and 5(b). The maximum vehicle
density that supports the application requirement tupdate in
the given Δv and aL

′ ranges is shown in Fig. 6. Notice that
relaxing the tolerance increases the number of vehicles that
can simultaneously participate and fulfill the FCW application
requirements. For example, if we relax the tolerance from
5 m to 10 m, vehicle density, achieved for Δv = 20m/s and
aL

′ = −4.5m/s2, increases from 61 to 88 veh/km.
The warning distance DW represents the minimum neces-

sary communication range. Due to the wireless communication
nature, the communication at distances smaller than DW is
typically better than what is aimed for at DW . Thus, satisfying
the requirements for the “State change I-II” (tupdate is the

smallest), we satisfy the requirements for the “State change
II-III” and “State change II-I”.

VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We presented a method to analyze requirements of a
Forward Collision Warning application, based on periodic
updates, with zero false positive and zero false negative
constraints. The application requirements are first analyzed
under idealistic assumptions and expressed as the minimum
communication distance and the time at which a new update
is required. It has been shown that it is not always possible nor
meaningful to fulfill these requirements under realistic traffic
and communication conditions. We quantified the maximum
number of vehicles, under realistic communication conditions,
that can be supported by this FCW application. By increasing
the geographical tolerance region the solution space can be
increased, in terms of increasing maximum number of com-
municating vehicles which are supported by FCW. As a future
work, a more detailed evaluation on the trade off between
scalability and accuracy supported by communication system
should be performed.
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